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TENDENCIES IN PUBLIC SCHOOL
ADMINISTRATION.

By U. W. CUTI,ER, Honorary Fellow in Psychology, Clark University.

The educational system of a progressive modern community
is a department of public service second to none in importance,
in complexity, or in possibilities for good or ill. For its effect
iveness most painstaking, persistent study is necessary, and the
city or town that ignores the experience of other communities
neglects one of the most important means for improving its
own schools.

Realizing the importance, at the outset, of a wide intelli
gence upon school affairs at home and abroad, the Public Edu
cation Association of Worcester has, in this the first year of its
organization, made a comparative study of school conditions
that may prove of interest to others, as it has already proved
to its own members. A series of charts embodying the results
of this study presents concisely a mass of facts compiled and
computed from the latest national, state and city reports, or
obtained by direct correspondence. These facts relate more
particularly to Worcester, but material was sought also from
all other cities of the United States that in the census of 1900
had a population of one hundred thousand or over, and to this
list were added the three smaller neighboring cities, Spring
field, Hartford, and Albany, because some features of their
school organization might prove particularly suggestive.

By means of these charts certain tendencies in educational
matters can be easily recognized. One of the series represents
by plotted curves a study of the school population of Worcester
for the twenty-one years ending with the latest report yet
issued, .that of 1904. Worcester is a rapidly growing eastern
community, perhaps with a wider diversity in its foreign ele
ments of population than appears in some of the cities repre
sented in the list; still, on the whole, Worcester is an average
city, and shows fairly well the general trend in this particular
throughout the country. The curves of school enrollment
here are at least suggestive of the conditions broadly prevalent
in the United States.

During the period covered, the total school enrollment ot
Worcester has about doubled. The number of scholars of for
eign parentage has invariably been quite in excess of those of
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186 TENDENCIES IN PUBLIC SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION.

United States stock, and this curve of the total foreign element
has noticeably gained in comparison with that of the native.
Of the various foreign elements represented, the curve shows
the Irish to have been distinctly in the lead, though in 1904 the
total number of scholars of Irish parentage was a little smaller
than in 1883. The curve next in prominence is that of the
Canadian stock, which, however, in 1890 was crossed at a wide
angle by that of the Swedish. The Russian curve hardly ap
pears at all at the beginning, but in 1904 it shows an enroll
ment of nearly twelve hundred. A somewhat similar rate of
advance would doubtless appear in the forty other nationalities
included in the Worcester census, if this line of inquiry were
continued.

The problem of the public schools in assimilating all these
rapidly increasing foreign elements into our civilization seems
overwhelming, but it will solve itself with the generations.
The newer civilization will evidently hardly be American, in
the full meaning of that term as it has been understood, but it
may be a civilization of no lower order than earlier generations
possessed. About one-eighth of Worcester's children of school
age are in parochial and private schools. It is safe to con
clude that nearly thirty-five hundred of Worcester's school
population are being trained at the expense of the Roman
Catholic church. This fact, together with the fact of a large
number of teachers in the public schools whose parents or
grandparents were of foreign birth, shows to what extent the
newer races are already appearing actively as factors in educa
tional problems. The rapid advance of the curves of the
Russian Jews, the Finns, the Armenians, and others, suggests
more complications to follow, and also a wider range of thought
and experience and need, to serve as stimulus in meeting the
growing responsibility and widening opportunity for public
helpfulness.

A second chart shows by proportional areas the relative dis
tribution of the school funds of Worcester and of Springfield
for the year covered by the last printed reports, and also the
distribution of school population for the same year among the
various departments of the educational system,-the high
schools, grammar and primary grades, kindergartens, and even
ing schools. In Worcester the high schools have 8% of the
scholars and spend I7:Yz% of the school funds. The kindergar
tens have 2!% of the scholars, and spend 2/1)% of the school
money. The evening schools influence 9t% of the pupils and
their share of the school appropriation is 4t%. The grade
schools include about 79% of the school enrollment, and the
cost for their maintenance is 75t% of the total. To a large
proportion of the school population, then, come about equal pro-
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TENDENCIES IN PUBLIC SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION. 187

portions of the advantage from money spent. Of course the
evening schools cost proportionally much less, because they are
continued for a far shorter period. On the other hand the
grade of work done by the high schools necessitates a far higher
cost per pupil, an outlay, however, which needs no words for
its justification.

As compared with Springfield, Worcester spent per scholar,
for the year, all grades included, $27.28; Springfield, $34.10.
Per high school scholar Worcester spent $58.37; Springfield,
$81.09. Per evening scholar Worcester spent $12.61 ; Spring
field, $11.34. The average salary per teacher was in Worces
ter $636.97; in Springfield, $647.98.

The remaining three charts, by far the most widely signifi
cant of the series, present a comparative study of public school
administration for the thirty-eight cities from which informa
tion was received. One of these three charts deals with the
size, the election, and the responsibilities of school boards. The
marked tendency toward smaller school-governing bodies is
unmistakable. Only eight of the thirty-eight cities have boards
of over twenty members; only sixteen have boards ofover ten;
fourteen have ten or fewer. The argument in favor of small
boards has been often presented, and needs no reviewing here.
The purpose of this study is simply to recognize the widely
prevalent fact in the case. On the other hand, Worcester's
board of thirty is this year larger by 25% than ever before,
with three exceptions the largest board in the whole list. As
a town Worcester had a small school committee. With the
addition of each new city ward, politics has repeatedly forbidden
merging into the general welfare the sectional opportunity
for local prestige. Consequently the school board must grow
with the number of wards. With fifty wards, for instance,
of course there will have to be a board of one hundred and
fifty members, for, consistency being a jewel, each ward must
be given a fair share of the advantage to be derived from hold
ing public office.

A second tendency seems to be that toward electoral rather
than appointive boards, though several very progressive cities
provide for the appointing of their school boards, usually by the
mayor. In Philadelphia the appointing power lies with the
judges of the court of common pleas, in New Orleans partly
with the city council and partly with the governor of Louisi
ana, and in Washington with the commissioners of the District
of Columbia.

From a third column is conclusively shown the popular de
mand that school interests be absolutely removed from political
greed and strife. More and more cities and towns are insisting
that the best man shall be selected from the whole community,
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188 TENDENCIES IN PUBLIC SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION.

rather than the men most eager for pnblic office, perhaps self
nominated, regardless of any qualification except availability
within the limits of a given ward. In a large majority of the
cities included in the study, the members are now chosen from
the community at large. Only five. including Worcester, cling
absolutely to the ward idea. Springfield cannot yet rise fully
to the high plane of the majority, but elects one of its school
committee at large, the other nine by wards. Jersey City,
Columbus, and Providence have a similar plan. Worcester,
in this particular, has not even begun the ascent to a higher
conception of public welfare. but insists still upon strictly local
representation. In some places the popular decision as to the
best men for this office is expressed through a special school
election, held quite apart from the general election of other
officials, where, perhaps, political intrigue for selfish ends must
figure for a while longer.

Still another tendency is that toward making the school
board a strictly legislative body, and toward employing special
ists for the executive work of the school department,-a super
intendent of buildings, a superintendent of instruction, and
perhaps others. This tendency results in placing greater re
sponsibility upon these salaried officers, with the conseqnence
that more and better work is accomplished. The superintendent
of instruction is sometimes ex officio a member of the board, and
has large influence in shaping the general policy of the school
system. The lengthened term also gives stability to his posi
tion, and helps him better to discharge the duties of his office.
Twenty-one out of the thirty-eight cities appoint the superin
tendent of instruction for a term of four years or over, or else,
as in very many cases, his term is unlimited.

One very interesting tendency, brought out in several groups
of details, is that toward larger independence and dignity of
the school board. The very name given it by most cities is in
itself suggestive. "Board of Education," "Board of School
Commissioners," "Board of School Directors,"-such titles
imply a right to plan and to execute independently of political
machine, party dictation, or local and religious prejudice. Any
wisely-selected school-governing body should be so broad in
sympathies, so judicial in disposition, so liberal in culture, so
generous in patriotism, that such an independent position can
with perfect safety be granted its members. The great interests
involved in training the citizens of the future ought not to be
restricted by any mere committee of the city council, for a city
council has neither the leisure nor the experience for the wise
exercise of authority over the educational system. Of course
no one will for a moment assert that, in the five New England
cities still retaining the old name, School Committee, the posi-
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TENDENCIES IN PUBLIC SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION. 189

tion of the board is entirely one of subordination. It is every
where recognized as a body of marked rank and importance,
numbering on its list many high-minded, patriotic citizens.
This fact, however, must be recognized, that the tendency is
unmistakable in the country as a whole toward placing the
school board on its own unrestricted responsibility to an extent
that some of the older communities have thus far refused to
allow. In Worcester, for instance, control of school buildings
is in the hands, not of the school board, as would seem fitting,
but of an appointee of the common council, by whom janitors
and other helpers are hired and to whom they are responsible.
The school revenue, also, is merely an appropriation voted
each year by that same city council. In Buffalo even the
formality of a school committee is dispensed with, and the
common council controls the schools directly. With this one
exception, however, no city seems, in this matter of inde
pendent responsibility on the part of its school board, to have
advanced so little way toward the generally accepted principle
as has Worcester. As will appear further on, very many school
boards throughout the country are granted their own inde
pendent revenue, obtained by special tax prescribed by law.

A lengthened term of office on the school board also tends
to place the system of public education on more stable footing,
and to give it the dignity its importance warrants. A reason
able degree of permanence in any office is conducive to intelli
gent and interested work on the part of the office-holder. In
nineteen out of thirty-six cities furnishing data on this point
the term is four years or more. Here again, therefore, W orces
ter seems to be holding its department of education somewhat
back from the unrestricted opportunity and confidence assigned
it in a large and growing majority of our leading municipali
ties. If we are jealous on account of the large privilege of
public usefulness our school board may have, it will be well to
conquer that selfishness at once. If we are so doubtful of the
integrity of school boards in general that we fear to place upon
them the full and just responsibility of their position, the
sooner we find out their weakness the better for society, so that
we may wisely hasten to train up a new generation of patriots
strong enough faithfully and honorably to discharge their high
duties to the public, when called conspicuously into her service.

In other columns of statistics there is brought out the effort
toward greater efficiency in the teaching force. The more
direct and stronger influence of the specially trained superin
tendent in the particular duty of selecting and appointing
teachers is calculated to promote such effectiveness. In some
cases he personally makes the appointments without the for
mality of a board vote. Of some significance also is tbe average
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190 TENDENCIES IN PUBLIC SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION.

number of scholars per teacher, though facts here are liable to
prove misleading. A large number of special teachers causes
the average to seem unduly small, or particular schools may be
temporarily depleted by the opening of parochial schools in the
district, or local business conditions may for a time cause
marked fluctuations. Worcester's average of thirty-two cer
tainly implies no tendency to overcrowd the school-rooms.
The average in thirty cities is a little uuder thirty-six.

One of the charts relates exclusively to public school finance,
and brings out, among other things, the growing tendency to
fix by law the amount of school revenue, and thus, as has al
ready been shown, to place the educational system on a definite
footing, independent of annual appropriations by the city gov
ernment. This fixed school rate is usually stated as a certain
nnmber of mills on a dollar of valuation, which is, of course,
equivalent to a certain number of dollars on a thousand of val
uation,-the form of statement followed in many sections of
the country. There are marked advantages in making the
school revenue a definite amount that can be counted upon
from year to year, though it cannot be doubted that Worces
ter's common council has thus far provided with some degree of
liberality for public education. The average of $27.28 per
pupil, as computed from data in the last printed report, com
pares favorably with the corresponding averages in other cities.
The average of all the averages included in this column is
$28.06, showing Worcester to be the eighteenth in the list.

In another connection is shown the proportion of school reve
nue derived from local taxation. In many cities included in
the list, state or county appropriations provide largely for pub
lic school maintenance. Worcester, on the contrary, is almost
wholly dependent on the city tax for the nearly two-thirds of
a million dollars it annually spends in preparing the coming
generations for citizenship. Five dollars and twelve cents on
every thousand dollars of property valuation went last year for
the support of the pnblic schools, 28 t% of the total tax
levy. 15% was devoted to the care of the schools, 10 (7j %
to the fire department, 7 T%-% to the police system, and 4 l7j%
to the care of the poor. Nearly twice as much, then, went for
schools as for any other single public interest.

Evidently Worcester rightly recognizes her schools as of
prime importance, and intends to provide reasonably for their
maintenance. In some particulars she is falling far back
toward the rear of progress in educational matters, if not in
their financial support. Even so, she may represent the cities
of her class in yielding sometimes to inertia before a complex
problem; in forgetting, in the pressure of attaining to self
consciousness, to guard against the unworthy ambition of
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'tENDENCIES IN PUBLIC SCHOOL ADMINIS'tRA'tION. 191

politicians or selfish office seekers; in failing, under the stress
of material gain, to regard quite seriously enough the pre
eminent importance of well-disciplined character in the citizens
of the coming generations. Most of our cities are doubtless
alike in feeling some just pride in what the public schools have
already accomplished, and in honoring the many noble workers
for them and in them to-day. The past, at least, may be se
cure. The present we may prefer to idealize, finding comfort
in what we "aspired to be" and were not. But the future of
our educational system will be vastly richer if we of the present
watch the signs of the times, and welcome any suggestions of
improvement that may come to us through the perhaps dearly
bought experience of sister cities that have successfully strug
gled with the complex educational problems of our country
and of our age.
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